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Cybersecurity of Railway Network Management and Partitioning
Jan PROCHÁZKA1 , Petr NOVOBILSKY2, Dana PROCHÁZKOVA3
Summary
The railway transport infrastructure ensures the transfer of large numbers of people and cargo every day. The importance
of the railway in terms of ensuring the serviceability of the territory makes it a critical infrastructure. We can observe the
development of the use of IT technologies on railway, as in all areas of the human system. The management of the railway
as a physical system needs to be superseded by management of the railway as a cyber-physical system. The railway infrastructure has a large area of attack in both, physical space and cyber space.
Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS) can meet the high system security requirements. The MILS is a highassurance security architecture based on the concepts of separation and controlled information flow. The article discusses
the possibilities of using the MILS platform in the data communication system and the control system of the railway.
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1. Introduction
The critical infrastructure protection has become
an essential part of the advanced human systems security strategies. Critical infrastructures exist often at
several spaces:
 Physical space – a extensive network of physical
elements (either point or line types);
 Process space – a management system, human
factor, technical standards, relevant legislation and
management strategy as well [3, 9, 12];
 Cyber space – a communication network, a control technology.
It is necessary to take care on the security barriers
for all mentioned types of elements (hard elements,
soft elements, human factor and technical standards),
because the physical protection is not enough. The
physical components and the operator center (management system and control system) are connected
through the communication system. The communication takes place through the cyber space, and it together with the physical components forms the cyberphysical system (CPS). The communication system
needs to ensure the reliable and available information
flow at maintainable intensity, which will be also safe,
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RAMS, EN 50126-1 [2]. The purpose of the article is
introduced MILS platform as useful and verified way
of cybersecurity in network with different security
level. The MILS platform is considered with the requirements of existing and preparing standards of cybersecurity and railways.
The physical extensiveness of infrastructure forms
a large attack surface in physical space. The infrastructure has high demands on coverage of the communication system, and therefore, the public communication infrastructure is also used for communication between infrastructure elements. The vastness,
openness and dynamism of the public communication network lead to a large attack surface in cyberspace, however with possible impacts in cyberspace
and physical space as well, Peerenboom [10]. The railway is an example of such infrastructure. The design
of the railway system at cyberspace is described in the
Chapter 2.
The security of the gateways, which the information
flow uses for overcoming the interfaces between systems, can be ensured in the usual ways – access keys,
passwords, firewalls, and so on. However, the regular
gateway security techniques may not be sufficient in the
case of critical infrastructures. A system with multiple
independent levels of security (MILS) is appropriate to
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use at this causes. The system with the MILS principle
guarantees that overcoming of one barrier does not influence the confidentiality of other barriers. The MILS
principles are described in Chapter 3.
The Chapter 4 deals with aspects of application of
MILS principles at the railway environment.

2. Train cybernetic network
The chapter is devoted to the internal cybernetic
train network. It is necessary to start with the overall
cybernetic network of railway infrastructure for a better understanding. First, we introduce the principles
of the infrastructure network. Then we focus on the
internal train network zones.

2.1. Railway Cybernetic Network
The description of the railway cybernetic network
is based on the standard prTS [13]. This standard has
so far been subject to comments and endorsements,
but it already carries information on which we can
rely. The main objective of prTS 50701 is to implement the requirements from IEC 62443 [7] to communication systems in the railway environment.
The standard for the security of cybernetics and
control systems IEC 62443 divides the network into
three levels, enterprise, industrial/enterprise and industrial. The prTS 50701 standard deals only with the
technical part of the cybernetic network. The technical part of the network is divided into 4 areas, figure 1.
The part of the network associated with the operation,
management, and maintenance corresponds to the
industrial/enterprise network, figure 1 yellow. Above
it is an enterprise network whose parameters are not
addressed by the standard.
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Figure 1 shows the industrial parts of the network
under the industrial/enterprise part. The industrial
parts of the railway can be divided into the part connected to the railways, figure 1 green. For railways, we
have systems at the infrastructure level and systems
along the track. The train industrial railway network
is then connected to the train in operation, Figure 1
blue.
Individual network segments can then be plotted
in the context of cyber-spatial dependence, Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows the area of operation, management,
and maintenance, which is connected via secure access to a wide area network. Individual infrastructure
elements, such as stations, and systems along the track
are then connected to this wide area network. Since
securing a large communication space is demanding,
all connections must be secured. The connection of
the train communication to the railway network is
secure via stationary communication elements along
the track. The access to the trains must be again secured.

2.2. Train network segmentation
A train in operation can only communicate wireless in principle. While there are ways to secure air
communication, the area of attack remains too large.
The security must therefore also be implemented on
the communication gateway of the train.
At Figure 2 we see 5 different network segments
that need to be provided in the train network. One of
them is for public services that are in the open communication space of the Internet. It is necessary to
ensure a secure separation of access into individual
segments to ensure that unsecured or less secure network segments do not endanger critical train functions, Figure 3.

Fig. 1. Railway Cyberspace Assets,
prTS50701 [13]
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Fig. 2. Railway cyberspace prTS50701 [13]

We have also a network segment with safety-critical devices and functions. However, this zone cannot
be connected to the open network, but only to the
secured zone of the train protection systems. We can
also use the diagram of IEC 61375-2-6 [6], Figure 4,
to simplify the internal train network. The OMTS
zone corresponds to the auxiliary systems of Figure 2.
The TCMS zone then includes train control systems
for normal and emergency conditions, divided into
safety-relevant and non-safety-relevant.
Fig. 3. Train communication gateway according to network
needs in Figure 2 [13]

The communication segment must be secured so
that the disruption of one part does not compromise
the functions of others. The MILS [8] platform application is one way how manage this requirement. The
MILS will be discussed in Chapter 4. The individual
communication channels in Figure 3 correspond to:
 The public services (not part of the internal train
network);
 The comfort of the train (it is controlled locally on
trains at present);
 The auxiliary systems (Onboard multimedia and
telematics services, OMTS);
 Control and command (Train control and monitoring system for normal operation, TCMS);
 Train protection systems (Train control and monitoring system for emergency operation).

Fig. 4. Simplified train safety zones, IEC 61375-2-6 [6]
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3. Multiple Independent Levels of Security

ernet, etc.). Disruption of one security barrier will not
compromise the other barriers.

Third chapter describes Operation principles, Operation planes and physical realization of MILS, MILS
Community [8].

3.2. Operation planes of MILS

3.1. Operation principles of MILS
The previous chapter includes the situation where
we have interfaces between subsystems with different
security level requirements in cyberspace. We can also
talk about trustworthy and untrustworthy space. The
Information flow between these spaces needs to be
secured, and it is necessary to build the security gates
to prevent the compromising of a trusted subsystem,
figure 5. Types of security barriers are described for
example in the standard IEC 62443 [7].

The MILS Approach application assumes that security setting starts already at the hardware level. Independent operation of individual gates and procedures also
requires in order that the security settings of system
might be respected on all operation planes of MILS, Figure 6. Following principles need to be comply with:
 The operating system may not randomly allocate
the sources, as in the case of conventional operating systems. It must firmly follow the configuration plane – “real time operation systems with
the separation kernel hypervisor technology (for
example PikeOS).
 The configuration plane or configuration file is the
weakest point of the system, and therefore, it needs
to be protected (because it affects all partitions).
 The robustness of safety procedures on the monitoring plane greatly influences the benefits of the
MILS system.

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the interface between trusted
and untrusted networks when applying MILS principles [7]

The Standard IEC 62443 does not only describe the
elemental safety barriers and procedures for the control
and autonomous systems in cyberspace but far more. It
contains foremost the principles and requirements, the
application of which should be met. One of the fundamental philosophies of standard IEC 62443 is the application of the “Defense in Depth” principle.
From this reason, the MILS concept applying the
defense in depth principles. It means, that each individual security barriers counts with the possibility of
failure of the other barriers. The principles included in
the MILS approach, Harrison [4] fully meet requirements of defense in depth strategy in the security area
of information flow between trusted and untrusted
parts of cyberspace.
Principles of MILS approaches stand for the creation of multiple gateways and security procedures
through which the information flow needs to pass,
Figure 3. Each gateway and each security procedure
have its own resources (CPU, Hard drive, RAM, Eth-

Fig. 6. Planes of MILS implementation, Physical plane (Hardware),
Operation plane (Software), Monitoring plane (Security
procedures) and Configuration plane (Configuration file) [1]

The adaption plane is sometimes present in the
planes of MILS implementation, Figure 6. The adaption hold position on the right side to the configuration plane, which it affects. Adaptation can take place
either in the form of maintenance within the update
and defect management, or it can be automated. Automated platform response to more complex problems, without compromising security procedures, is
still the subject of research.

3.3. Physical realization of MILS
Several ways how to implement the MILS principles are known. A way of fixed allocation of resources,
such as an Ethernet connection or Hard disk space,
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are obvious. A question of fixed allocation of CPU is
more complicated.
It is of course possible to have own processor for
each barrier. This is, however, a very impractical option. Therefore, in practice, the MILS is implemented
on a single processor. A processor can be either multi
core or single core. Distribution of resources for multicore CPU logically suggests to assign each core to
different partition. If we have single core processor
or there are less cores than security barriers, “kernel
separations” Rushby [14] can be performed and individual core partitions are assigned to individual interface partition.
The security levels of individual barriers are also
important for the functioning of the whole system.
The benefit of MILS approach is weak or negligible in
the case of weak or negligible barriers. However, we
will get overall MILS security level with combination
of barriers with high security level that we would otherwise find difficult or impossible to achieve.
Barriers should also be of different settings. The
MILS principle also allows combining the technologies
from multiple manufacturer for different partitions so
that none of them has “keys” from the entire system.
We can then measure and compare barriers from individual manufacturer to get information about their
behaviors. However, the integrator needs to remember
that the complexity of the system (the number and variety of barriers) increases the demands for system operation and that new threats can arise.

4. Pilot Project
We give example of introducing the MILS pilot
project in the Czech railway.

Fig. 7. Train communication gateway [11]
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4.1. Train cybernetic gateway
We can use the train cybernetic gateway as an example of the MILS platform at context with the railway cybernetic network, described in Chapter 2. The
MILS platform is also suitable for the segmentation
of the internal train network, not just at the entry of
communication. We have 5 different zones with different functions and security requirements in Figure 2
at the entrance to the train communication network.
The gateway can be technically secured, by the communication unit in Figure 7.
The train communication gateway in Figure 7 contains 2 Wi-Fi transmitters, the first for communication
with stationary communication units along the line
(connection to the ground control center) and the second for providing passenger services. The remaining
communication channels are realized via Ethernet connections. The gateway operating system is PikeOS [11].
PikeOS is a hypervisor that ensures a fixed allocation
of resources to individual departments. The allocation
of communication resources (Ethernet, Wi-Fi) to the
partition in Figure 7 is an example of fixed allocation.
Allocation of hard disk space, operating memory, or
processor time are other examples.
Gateway from figure 7 enable transfer of some resources allocated under normal mode to less critical
partitions (public services) to partition with higher
criticality (control and command or train protection)
for the emergency mode in the context of adaptability.

4.2. Integration and adaption
A concept of solution is not enough to solve technological problems, such as cyber-attacks in practice.
A choice of suitable components (hardware and soft-
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ware), a way of their integration, certification, and in
a dynamic environment such as cyberspace, a procedure of adaptability to new threats are also necessary.
A diversification of the suppliers and manufacturers of individual components of the system can
increase the security as well as the complexity of the
security barrier system. We have three levels of access
and responsibilities in the question of gate control,
Figure 8:
 Manufacturers of individual elements.
 The integrator.
 An operator / user.
All three levels have their own rules (standards),
which they are managed by, and the supervisory authorities that oversee them.

Fig. 8. Three Levels of Responsibility, Manufacturer, Integrator
and Operator. Different parts of standard IEC 62443 [7] for
different phase of application

The technological setup of MILS called “T-Composition” was designed for the needs of pilots, certMILS [1]. The T-Composition is described in deliverable 8.1 of project certMILS. The verification of MILS
T-Composition usability in the railway systems is one
of the projects activities.
The next step in project certMILS deals with is the
certification. The certification in relation to adaptability (or adaptability in relation to certification) is the
issue for a separate article. The manufacturer, integrator and operator must follow the various standards for
operation, depending on the area of their activities.
The standards do not create obligations only for them,
but they also create requirements for the previous segment of supply chain, Figure 7.
The area of cyber security is covered by own standards. We mainly describe a standard IEC 62443 [7].
The standard IEC 62443 is not legally binding at Europe, but it gives guidance, how to proceed or what

to expect from previous segments of supply chain
point of view of individual technological parts as well
as from the point of view of the whole system integration. However, the CENELEC working group is
working, for example, on the standard for rail systems
cybersecurity, prTS 50701 [13], which is based on the
IEC 62443 standard.
The cyber security of individual components can be
also standardized with the Common Criteria, IEC 15408
[5]. Both mentioned standards IEC 62443 and IEC 15408
are considered in the European projects certMILS.
The possibility of reconfiguration based on operation requirements, adaptability, is one of the most
important features of the system. Implementation
of this quality in practice has considerable financial
resources. Processes that can easily verify and implement these reconfigurations are necessary to prepare
and apply. The solution of this issue is the technological setup of MILS called “I-composition”, deliverable
8.1 of certMILS.
The I-composition forms the certified foundation
of the system. The I-composition are expanded with
another attachments until the desired T-composition
is achieved. The system capability of adaptation has
several levels: fully self-adaptable system, semi selfadaptable system and manual-adaptable system.
1. The system, which can evaluate situation, define
the most optimal configuration, secure safe switch
and accomplish certification without the human
intervention, stand at the highest level of the dynamic self-configuration. The difficulty of fully
self-adaptable system creation lies in maintaining
the independence of individual security barriers
and real-time certification.
2. The semi self-adaptable system is easier to setup.
The semi-dynamic system has several the “allowable states” of resource distribution. All allowable
states are verified and certified beforehand. The system can switch only between allowable states. The
secure procedure of switching needs to be prepared.
3. The manual-adaptable system is lest progressive from
discussed ways of adaption, but it is also connected
with lesser risk from unsupervised procedures. The
manual-adaptable system use the “I-composition”.
Verified and certified I-composition has form of box
with slot for cards. The card can be easily removed,
modified, and installed back to the box. The box and
cards together create the T-composition.

5. Conclusion
The criticality of infrastructures as well as the
vulnerability are increasing with the increasing dependence of human systems on infrastructures, To-
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run [15]. The cybernetic infrastructure is one of such
area where new harmful phenomena are dynamically
emerging. The security failure inflicted by unknown
attacker, hardware manufacturer or software developer has a great media attention today, although these
phenomena have been present for a long time.
The protection of information and communications only at the information level with the help of
the software is not sufficient. The hardware measure
at the cybernetic security level is also necessary. The
CPSs are particularly critical from the point of view
of cyber-attack because they are associated with the
physical world and the physical impacts.
The increase of infrastructure criticality and arise
of new harmful cybernetic phenomena demand the
application of advanced security procedures. The concept of the MILS enables the effective way to reach
high overall security level. The way of certification
and adaption need to be prepared in dynamic environment like the cyber space.
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